
DRIVE IN FLY OUT
TIBET TOUR WITH

EVEREST BASE CAMP



Tibet Drive in Fly out Tour with Everest Base Camp is 8 Days 7 Nights

trip designed by Himalayan Socail Journey. This trip allows you a

chance to appreciate the majestic beauty of one of the beautiful

Himalayan kingdom of the world. This tour includes visiting the Everest

Base Camp from Tibet side. Appreciate representation of the fabulous

Himalayan display, traditional settlements and memorable urban

areas. Lhasa (3650m) the capital city of Tibet is a disengaged kingdom

arranged into the Himalayan wild encompassed with desert scene and

powerful Himalayas. A portion of the significant features of Lhasa are

Potala Palace, Norbulingka Palace and Tibet Museum. The Tibet drive

in fly out tour begins with an adventurous bus drive to Kerung border.

After complting all the immigration formalities to enter Tibet, we drive

up hill to Kerung. Then onwards, we continue our journey to Shegar

highest plateau where you can get typical rural landscapes. If weather

allows, you will get majestic view of Cho Oyu and Shishapangma.

Likewise, the glorious view of the Mount Everest (8848m) is also

visible. Then the journey follows en route to Lhasa passing Shigatse

and Gyantse. We at that point begin our visit investigating excellent

and antiquated destinations and notable religious communities around.

From the exemplary investigation of detached and religious

settlements, gleaming urban communities and notable destinations,

high elevation religious spots and heavenly lakes to the powerful

perspective on Mt Everest and other captivated Himalayas, this

structured visiting bundle will hypnotize with investigation and

magnificent experience of Tibet.Overall, Tibet Drive in Fly out tour with

Everest Base Camp lets you relish vast arid plateau and great river

valleys associated with Tibet and Nepal with vibrant cultures and

traditions of both country. Join Himalayan Social Journey and enjoy the

travelling in Nepal and Tibet. 



Outline Itinerary ( 8 Days )
Day 1 : Kathmandu (1300m) – Kerung (145) 
Km, approx 8 hours drive

We enjoy an early morning drive through typical Nepalese rural

landscapes (Approx. 8 hours) from Kathmandu to Kerung (145 km).

After completing immigration and custom formalities we drive up hill to

Kerung. This is a Tibetan border town. The Tibetan guide will meet the

group on arrival at the check post and we drive on further road climbs

and climb up to Kerung for an overnight. We spend a night in guest

houses.

Day 2 : Kerung –Shegar (4350m) / 265 Km, 
Approx drive 6-7 hours

This is a day drive to the highest plateau in the world with typical rural

landscapes offering the utter feeling of being on the roof of the world

as we cross over the 5,050 meters LALUNGA pass, from where you

can view the breathtaking mountain range of Mt. Cho Oyu at (8,201m)

Mt. Shishapangma (8,012m) dwarfed by the vastness of the Tibetan

plateau (these views are only possible if weather permits). Overnight in

Guest houses.

Day 3 : Shegar – Everest Base Camp (5,150 
m) (Early in the morning 4 am) – Shigatse 
(3900m) / 300 Km, approx 6 -7 hours drive



We wake up early in the morning at 4 am to trek to Everest Base camp

and after enjoying the time there we head down to Shegar and

continue our journey. To reach Shigatse with its huge Thangka wall

which is clearly visible from the north side of the road. Our scenic drive

through the highest point of Gyatchu La pass at (5,220m) brings us en-

route to Lhasa via Shegar. Overnight at hotel with twin sharing rooms

on BB basis.

Day 4 : Xigatse – Gyantse (3,860m) / 90Km, 
approx 2 hours drive

After breakfast we enjoy morning sightseeing of the Panchen Lama’s

Tashilunpo Monastery & the free bazaar of Xigatse. We then drive

through Tibet’s biggest Agricultural fields to Gyantse and visit the

Khumbum Stupa and Phalkot Monastery. Over night at a hotel with

twin sharing rooms on BB basis

Day 5 : Gyantse – Lhasa (3650m) / 265 Km.

The drive to Lhasa takes around 8 hours, crossing 2 passes, the Karo

La (5010m) and Khamba La (4794m) pass and Lake Yamdrok Tso

(Turquoise Lake). You will cross the Yarlung Tsangpo (Brahmaputra)

river and see far off views of the Potala Palace. Over night at a hotel

with twin sharing rooms on BB basis.



Day 6 : Sightseeing in Lhasa

Two full day sightseeing tour to Lhasa including Jokhang Temple,

Barkhor Bazar, Potala Palace, Deprung and Sera Monasteries. Over

night at a hotel with twin sharing rooms on BB basis.

Day 7 : Sightseeing in Lhasa

Two full day sightseeing tour to Lhasa including Jokhang Temple,

Barkhor Bazar, Potala Palace, Deprung and Sera Monasteries. Over

night at a hotel with twin sharing rooms on BB basis.

Day 8 : Lhasa – Kathmandu

Today your tour is finished and fly out from Lhasa to Kathmandu or any

other city of mainland China, we can manage the air on train tickets for

you in advance. We make an early drive to Gonggar airport for our

departure flight to Kathmandu or to your onward destination.



Include / Exclude 

Twin sharing accommodation during the trip with daily breakfast

Tibet tour permit, EBC permit

All necessary private transportations during the trip

Sightseeing tour as per the program

English speaking guide

Monastery entrance fee

Lunch and dinner

Insurance and Emergency evacuation

Airfare Kathmandu- Lhasa-Kathmandu (US $ 550)

Tibet/China visa fee ( US $85)

Personal Expenses

Tips for the Guide and the driver



Himalayan Social Journey
Himalayan Social Journey has come up with exclusive packages based on travelers'

budgets in Nepal, India, Tibet, and Bhutan with the slogan," Ecstasy is within you,

safety the first."

Our Contact
House No 244, Buddha Tole Marg, Kumari Club, Shorakhutte 

reservation@hsj.com.np 
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